Week 7

Paper 1
Provide a definition for the following words:
Embalming
Mummification

Year 10

History Home Learning

Half term 1 (Sept—Oct)

The purpose of these homework tasks is to achieve two things:
1) To revise and review the work you cover in class on the History of
Medicine in order to reduce the big revision burden at the end by keeping
it ‘ticking over’ during the year.

Hieroglyphics
Papyrus
Blocked Channel theory
Irrigation

2) To gain confidence with the styles of exam questions asked. The exams are
becoming more challenging and you need to have plenty of practise at the
styles of questions asked so nothing freaks you out in the real exams.

Purging
Sekhmet

There are 7 tasks in this booklet. You complete one each week. All of it must
be handed in the week before the October half term. If you need help with
any of them your teacher will have a lunchtime or an after school slot for you
to attend for guidance. Alternatively you can attend one of the other History
teacher slots if your teacher’s time does not suit you.. We will display these
times outside our classroom.

In Mrs Hunter’s classroom there is a revision wall with revision guides, help
sheets etc—please come and help your self. Don’t forget the school website.
There are a lot of videos, web links, questions sheets, revision booklets etc
there to help you . If you don’t know where to find it—ask!

Help Box
It is REALLY important that you know, understand and can use the key terms accurately and with confidence so
make sure you can define what they mean!

P.S— People at home will receive a text to say you have this homework pack—
so be warned!
P.P.S There is a really good revision guide available—£6.50—see Mrs Hunter. It
is useful to have this throughout the course, not just at the end so get it asap if
you can.

Week 1

Week 6

History of Medicine

History of Medicine

Give reasons to explain why people are living longer today than at any other time in
the past.

Briefly describe the ideas the Ancient Egyptians had about the causes of disease
(5 marks)

Help Box
This is not an exam question as such but is designed to get you thinking about some of the big issues connected
with this course. Some areas to consider


Knowledge of the causes of disease

Knowledge of health /hygiene



Technology/Ability to ‘see’ inside the body

Breakthrough drugs/treatments



However—are lifestyle choices threatening to undo this progress?

Help Box
Review your work on Ancient Egyptian people
Try to approach the question from two angles - their spiritual/religious ideas about causes and their logical/
natural ideas too. Don’t forget their BIG IDEA
2 paragraphs max—in the exam you would only have 5-10 mins to answer this type of question

Week 5

Week 2

History of Medicine

History of Medicine

Briefly describe the part played by religion in Ancient Egyptian Medicine (5 marks)

Describe how Prehistoric people tried to treat illness and disease (5 marks)

Help Box
Help Box
Think about how Egyptian religious beliefs and practices might have influenced their medical ideas or knowledge/
understanding.
Remember religion might have helped or hindered—you can include both.
Again only 5—10 minutes write up time in the exam so 2 paragraphs max

Review your work on prehistoric people
Try to approach the question from two angles - their spiritual/religious ideas about treatments and their logical/
natural ideas too
2 paragraphs max—in the exam you would only have 5-10 mins to answer this type of question

Week 3

Week 4

History of Medicine

History of Medicine
Provide a definition for the following words:

Briefly describe how the factor of war has had an impact on the history of medicine (5
marks)

Spiritual/Religious ideas
Logical/Natural ideas
Prehistoric
Trephining
Medicine Man
Charms
Chants
Nomadic
Hunter-Gatherer

Help Box

Help Box

Think about examples from History where war has either HELPED medicine progress or HINDERED medicine (held it
back/made things worse)

It is REALLY important that you know, understand and can use the key terms accurately and with confidence so
make sure you can define what they mean!

This question allows you to use examples from any time period—have a think about the initial mind map we did in
class
Again only 5—10 minutes write up time in the exam so 2 paragraphs max

